
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: We are working on the formation of an unbiased bloc
out of the national necessity to pass legislation and reforms away from

selectivity

  Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, Chairman of the Supreme Islamic Council of Iraqi expressed regret for

\"the exploitation of reformations,\" so that the reform has become a slogan exploited even the

corrupt making it not possible to distinguish between who has a reform project and those who

have a special project or a private vendetta or private goal covering it by name of reform,

stressing that reform is clear and places of disorder are obvious, but when it is circularized

by this defective way is actually a corruption, indicating that deducting reform to only

changes pf a minister or a group of ministers is a big lie and defrauding the reforms, pointing

to the formation of an unbiased bloc of away from sectarianism and ethnicity as a national

necessity and not a political necessity , diagnosing the problem in the reform is failing of

finalizing decisions and procedures, calling the reform seekers to question about fake

contracts in exchange of billions of dollars and who are to count responsible, who signed it,

and by whom it was approved, pointing out that the people complaint of lack of services is a

result of poor planning over ten years, while Iraq had the financial abundance and huge

budgets, wondering where are the billions alleged to be spent on electricity since ten years

ago and until this day and where billions alleged to be spent on infrastructure, streets,

sewers and municipal since ten years ago and until this day, where are the billions alleged to

be spent on weapons and training since ten years ago and until this day, calling for reform

advocates to answer the questions about who are responsible for these services starting from

the simplest employees to the highest official levels, not those who are taking advantage of

the common people and their agitation, addressing the parliamentarians who want the reforms to

open the cases and not to scream and throw water bottles on their colleagues and breaking the

desks, expressing regret for the presence of a number of politicians who are willing to burn

Iraq down over their own interests or personal vengeance or personal ambitions and all that is

encased with the title of reformations

\r\n

  This took place in a celebratory anniversary of the Bi`thah, The beginning of the Prophet\'s

mission ; his call to Prophethood in 610 A.D.in his eminence office in Baghdad Wednesday,

05/04/2016

\r\n

  His Eminence called true reformists go forward and not back down in front of the hyped

reformists, they have to complete their reformatory steps and support it by effective and

expeditious procedures, despite the difficulties and challenges, noting that by building the

state is difficult and a thorny path, but the path of demolition and chaos is always easier,



demanding the Prime Minister to take the rapid required necessary steps for the fulfillment of

the agreed true reforms.

\r\n

  His Eminence stressed the legitimacy based the believe in country and the freedom that we had

costly paid for, indicating that believing in democracy that we have adopted as a system

sunning the authority is achieved through the rotation of power, stressing that the House of

Representatives is the symbol of freedom and democracy, warning from a semi-organized campaign

to break the prestige of the House of Representatives and encroach upon its legitimacy,

considering it a rejected issue by our people who confront it vigorously and consistently, we

consider the Iraqi house of Representatives as the house of the people and we will not permit

to be abducted by a group or pack under any title, reason or justification, whether they are

protesting parliament members or civil anarchist demonstrators, Indicating that the legitimacy

of the political system and the government\'s legitimacy and the legitimacy of the state is

derived from the House of Representatives and encroaching this legality and attempting to

hinder it and break its prestige means to encroach upon the state and its legitimacy and

prestige, pointing out that the protest does not mean chaos and demonstrating does not mean

vandalism and assault, noting that millions were dread watching these scenes that have been

broadcasted on television channels showing attacks on parliamentarians and by only the

protection of God lives were saved, otherwise we would witness the casualties and spilled

blood, asking, \"who benefits from this chaos and this confusion and this infringement,\"

addressing the chaos’ hypothecs \"and more important who imagine that chaos will give us rights

or suitable path while chaos will result in destruction and hatred, malice and personal feuds,

vandalism and looting therefore there is no complacency in when facing chaos and no indulgence

in defending the legitimacy and order.

\r\n

  His Eminence said, \"The National Alliance is the parliamentary bloc that presented the Prime

Minister and is the largest bloc\" afterthought, but alas, the weakened that hit the National

Alliance was reflected strongly on the overall political performance of both the government and

the House of Representatives and the split of the National Alliance contracted the House of

Representatives also the weak of the National Alliance affected government performance, there

was no vision and no clear plan of action and no follow-up and no accountability to the

performance of the Intergovernmental Panel or the Parliamentary Group of the National Alliance

and it seems that the only National Alliance\'s mission is merely to form a majority and to

choose the prime minister, Reminding his continuous warning that the weakness of the National

Alliance, will reflect on the political, governmental and parliamentary work sooner or later,

indicating that the Mehrab Martyr Movement had warned to take unilaterally steps in this regard

unless the National Alliance recover from the state of vulnerability that undergo, and be at



the level of historical responsibility and challenges facing the homeland.

\r\n

  His Eminence stressed that “the comprehensive national project is not only a political need,

but has become a national necessity


